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Introduction
The aim of the project that led to this report, was to investigat~ the area of deductive databaseresearch. That is, the main characteristics of deductive databases should be described.
Furthermore, an implementation of some ideas stemming from the investigation should be carriedout. The application language was the logic progra~~~~ ~ir~y lar~gu~ge Prolog. This implies that theapplicability of Prolog in the database field was to be tested.
A deductive database is a generalized relational database, in which complex pieces of knowledgecan be represented. Therefore, a deductive database is a semantically rich tool to describe someuniverse of discourse.
The core of this report consists of two parts:
- Part I explains the theoretical foundations upon which the concept of deductive database canbe built. A model that formalizes this concept is developed, based on a logical reconstruction ofthe relational model. Furthermore, Prolog, being one of the most suftable languages for buildingdeductive databases, is discussed.
- Part II describes the implementation of a deductive database management system called'KBMSS'. Essential design and implementation issues like knowledge representation, data man-ipulation and data retrieval are described, together with the rationale that underlies them. Special
attention is given to the subject of query optimization.
The final section suggests a number of improvements to KBMSS and provides some personal
comments on the project.
It should be noted that this report requires some foreknowledge from the reader. This appliesespecially to the theory of relational databases and the first order predicate logic. A thoroughdescription of the relational model can be found in [Maie83J; a good introduction to predicatelogic, especially in connection with logic programming, is given in [Gene87j.
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PART I Theoretical Background
The first part of this report sheds Iight upon some theoretical principles of deductive
databases and describes a tool for building them.
Section 1 tries to give the reader a feeling for the topic by way of an example;
Section 2 explains the logical foundations upon which deductive databases are built;
Section 3 is devoted to Prolog, a logic programming language that can be used for building
deductive database systems;
Section 4 finaily, diacusses the advantages and disadvantages of actually using Prolog for
bullding them.
1. An Informal Introduction
Consider a small company with a relational database that, among other things, contains the
foltowing two tables:
employee group
iiame group group salary
john 10 10 20,000
bill 10 11 30,000
ray 14 14 60,000
art 14
where the employee-table states in what salary group the employee is in; the group-table
records the height of salary for every group.
Now suppose that the company would like to have a list of ali managers. Because it is known that
every employee earning at least 40,000 is a manager, one could create a new table manager.
For every employee it is checked whether he is in a salary group corresponding to a salary of at
least 40,000, and if he is, a manager is added. Furthermore, whenever an employee is removed,
we might have to remove his occurrence from the manager-table.
However, if the database grows, a much more convenient solution is to state the general
knowledge about who is a manager in the database itself. This might Iook like
if employee(Name,Group) and group(Group,salary) and
S ? 40,000 then manager(Name,salary).
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Such a piece of knowledge is called a deductlve law; the table manager is an Impllclt relatlon,since its contents are not entered explicitly, but derived through a deductive law.
The former constitutes a simple example of what is called a deductlve database:
A deductlve database Is a generallzed relatfonal database, conslsting of expllclt facts aswell as general rules.'
A major advantage of deductive databases, as opposed to their relational counterparts, is theirincreased expressiveness. We can explicitly state general knowledge about a whole group ofobjectswithout having to know exactly what individuals weare talking about. Also, we can explicitlyrestrict the number of possible staies the database can be in (integriry constraints). In conventionalsystems, the latter kínd of knowledge is usuatly embedded in pieces of program that control themanipulation of data. Therefore, it suffers from the drawbacks of procedural knowledge: harderto understand and to modify.
Another important advantage stems from the use of logic for deductive databases. Logic is aformal language for expressing knowledge as well as a set of rules that dictates how newstatements can be derived from old ones. This means that logic, being a language with a weltunderstood semantics, provides a un'rform framework both for data modelling and knowledge
deduction.
The problems most unique to deductive databases are those stemming from the use of generalrules. These rules complicate the manipulation of data, the protection of consistency and theefficient retrieval of data. Other problems resemble conventional database research topics:efficient storage of large portions of data, recovery, choosing a proper data structure etcetera.
2. Formalizing Deductive Databases
In this section the logical foundations of deductive databases are described. Details of what isshown here can befound in articles by Reiter ([Reit86]) and Gallaire, Minker and Nicolas ([Gall84]).
2.1.:Since a deductive database is defined to be relational, it is shown how the
relational data model can be viewed as a special kind of first order theory.
2.2.:A formal definition of deductive databases is given;
2.3.:In this subsection, it is shown how this definition can be adapted by adopting meta-rules asto allow for a reasonably efficient implementation.
2.1. The Relational Model as a First Order Theory
We can view a logic relational database in two ways: model theoretic and proof theoretic. In themodel theoretic approach, the value of a query is determined by those instances of its free variablesthat make the query true with respect to the interpretation, which is the set of facts in the database.An integrity constraint is said to be satisfied by the database iff this database is a model of theconstraint (that is, when every possible instantiation of the free variables in the constraint makesit true).
This way of viewing databases however, has some drawbacks:
l
This is an informal de(inition that will be made more accurate Iater on.
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- it is difficutt to represent disjunctive information, for example 'paul is in salary group 10 or 14, but
I don't know which of these',
- it is hard to represent null values in a way that properly reflects their meaning, and
- the relational formalism is not expressive enough to incorporate several kinds of semantic
knowledge, like general facts or generalization hierarchies.
Reiter therefore advocates the proof theoretic view of databases. In this view the database is
considered a relatlonal theory. The interpretation for such a theory is called a relatlonal
Interpretation, that is, an interpretation in which every constant has a 1-1 mapping with an
individual in the domain. An answer to a query now is a vector of constants from the database for
which the query is provable from the theory; an integriry constraint is satisfied iff it can be proven
from the theory. This theory is build from standard syntactic elements and consists of the following
formulae:
a) The ground atomic facts, like
employee(john,l0)
where ' ground' means ' without variables'.
b) The Domain Closure Axiom, statíng that the database individuals are the only existing ones.
The DCA might look like
bx : x- john V x-bi11 V.. v x-60,000
We need such an axiom because otherwise we could not, for example, prove
d x,Y : employee(X,Y) V manager(x,Y)
c) The Unique Name Axioms, stating that different constants denote different individuals, like
These axioms are needed, since a statement like
not - (john,art)
is true in the interpretation but unprovable without the UNA.
d) Equality axioms concerning reflexivity, commutativity, transitivity and substitution of equal
terms. These axioms formalise our intuitive meaning of equality.
e) Completion axioms for all predicates. In order to treat negated formulae correctly, we 'link
together' every predicate with the set of constants that may be instances of it. This implies rules
like
if manager(x,Y) then (x - ray n Y- 14) or (x - art n Y- 14)
Now we can prove, for example,
not manager(bi11,10)
Reiter shows that the concept of provabiliry in a relational theory is equivalent to the concept of
truth in the relational interpretation. Thus, a formula that can be proven from the theory is true in
the interpretation, and vice versa.
The improvement made by the proof theoretic view, is that the problems mentioned above, can
now be solved more easily. Consider for example the representation of disjunctive information. In
the model theoretic approach we have to create nt1 interpretations to represent a formula of n
disjunctive parts. Nowthe disjunction is true since in every interpretation at least one of its disjuncts
is true.
A theory however, can be adapted to represent disjunctive information by simply extending one
or more completion axioms. If, for example, we want to state
employee(paul,ll) v employee(pau1,14)
the completion axiom for employee becomes
if employee(x,Y) then (x - john ~ Y- 10) v....
v( x- paul ~ Y- 11) V(x- paul n Y- 14 ).
2.2. A Formal Definition
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To build a theory for deductive databases, some adaptations to the previously described theoryneed to be carried out.
We should first add a new class of axioms: the general rules. These laws are formulae th~1t aresupposed to be functor-free; furthe~more, their clausal form needs to be definite, that is, R maycontain at most one positive literal.
Another adjustment concerns the predicate completion axioms. To account for the general rulesthese axioms must not only refer to individuals, but also to rules, for example
if manager(X,Y) then (X - art A Y- 14) V(X - ray ~ Y- 14) v
(employee(X,G) n group{G,Y) ~ Y? 40,000).
Summarlsing, a deductive database conslsts of:
(1) a theory T as deflned In 2.1., and adapted as descrlbed above, plus
(2) a set of fntegrfty constraints, being a number of any closed formulae.
The database obeys these constraints 'rf every one of them is provable from T.
2.3. Meta-rules
A straightforward implementation of a deductive database system as a theorem prover for a theoryas described, is not recommendable. For one faces the problem that the number of axiomsresponds strongly to the addition of individuals to the database. This makes the implementationprohibitively expensive for any other than a trivial database application.
Fortunately, we can adopt some meta-rules. These meta-rules do not concern specific facts, butrather state something about how to manipulate a whole class of statements. Thus thsy can replaceseveral axioms.
- The clausal form of any formula must be range-restrfcted: this means that every variable in theconclusion of a clause appears in fts antecedents too. For example,
if employee(Name,14) then manager(Name,Age)
is not range restricted since Age is not defined to reach over some domain. This implies that inorder to prove this formula, we need the domain closure axiom; as shown by Nicolas ([Nico79]),the DCA is not needed when all clauses are range restricted.
- A very important meta-rule is negatfon-as-failure. This rule states that ' P' can be inferred if everyattempt to prove 'P' fails. Adopting negation-as-failure implies that we can replace all completionaxioms. For it can be proven that under the negation-as-failure rule the answers obtained byevaluating an expression 'Q' are the same as the disjuncts in the antecedents of the completionaxiom for '~' ([Clark78], p. 312).
- The equality axioms were only needed for use in the representation of the abolished axioms andtherefore can be thrown away.
3. Database Programming in Prolog
For building a deductive database system, we need a programming language. As mentioned insection 1, a major advantage of deductive databases is the un'rformity of representing as well asmanipulating knowledge through logic.
t
Readecs not (amiliar with logic programming terminology should refer to 3.1. first.
Ï
3.1.:eeing the most important logic programming languag~, Prolog is discussed;
3.2.:An attractive feature of Prolog for building d~ductive database systems,
meta-programming, is describ~d.
3.1. Prolog
Prolog (an abbreviation of 'PROgrammation en LOGique') was first implemented by Colmerauer
et al. in Marseille in 1973. Its p~rformance, that initially was very poor, was greatly improved by
Warr~n and Pereira on a DEC-10 comput~r in Edinburgh in 1977. A major impulse to the research
on Prolog (and to logic programming in gen~ral) came from th~ announcement of the Japanese
fifth-generation proj~ct in 19t;1. In this proj~ct, logic programming and hardware on which logic
programs can run effici~ntly are the basic technologies.
A Prolog program is buik upon a s~t of Horn clauses; a clauae is a set of positive or negative
atomic formulae ( call~d Ilterals); a Horn claus~ is a clause that contains at most one positive
Ikeral. Therefore, only a subset of all pr~dicat~ logic formulae can be rewritten in Horn form. This
translation to a Horn clause is quit~ straightforward, as the following simple example shows:
d N,G,S:[employee(N,G) ~ qroup(G,S) ~ S? 40,000 -~ manager(N,S)]
Bacause of the scheme 'a y b: ~a a V b' we may write
d N,G,S:[not ( employee(N,G) ~ group(G,S) ~ S? 40,000) V
manager(N,S)]
Then we apply '~~ (a n b) -„o~ a V ~a b', thus getting
b N,G,S:[not employee(N,G) V not group(G,S) v not s?40,000 V
manager(N,S)]
Since this formula contains only one positíve literal, we can directly write down its Horn clause
form:
{not employee(N,G), not qroup(G,S), not S?40,000, manager(N,S)}.
The Prolog notation for such a Horn clause is
manager(N,S) :- employee(N,G), group(G,S), s ?40,000.
The interesting thing about such a Prolog statement is that it can be viewed in either one of two
ways. Procedurally, we can describe it as ~fo find an answer to manager(N,S), first find an
employee(N,G), then find the corresponding answer to group(G,S) and finally, check if this S is
at Ieast equal to 40,000". Declaratively however, this clause can be read as " N is the name of a
manager earning a salary of S'rfthere's an ~mployee with name N in group G where G corresponds
to a salary S of at least 40,000".
These two views make clear that Prolog is both a programming language and a language for
expressing knowledge. Th~ latter property implies that Prolog programs are easy to understand
sincs they describe the naturs of the problem rather than stating how to solve it.
Any Prolog program constitutes a theory. The task of the interpreter of the language is to show
whether or not some clause (called a goan is a consequence of this theory. This is done vía a
refutatlon proof, such a proof relies on the knowledge that ff it is possible to derive a contradiction
when the negation of a goal is add~d to the theory, this goal must be a theorem.
To make the derivation of a contradiction be carried out efficiently, Prolog uses a special kind of
proof procedure, called reaolutlon. This procedure derives new axioms from the theory by taking
two clauses, one of which contains a positiv~ literal andthe other the negated version of a matching
literal. Roughly spoken, two literals are said to match if their predicate names are the same and
their arguments can be mad~ equal. For ~xample, manager ( X, 14 ) and manager ( art, Y)
match with substltutlon X z art and Y~ 14.
In order to make clear the spec'rfic Prolog strategy, called SLD-resolution (for "Linear resolution
with Selection function for Definite clauses"), consider the following example, taken from [Frost,
p. 241J.
We have a theory containing the following clauses:
H
{not K,M}, {not L,K}, {not K,not L}, {not M,L}.
Now we want to prove not L and not K. We take the following steps:
1) Add the clausal form of the negated goal, {L,K},
to the theory,l
2) Resolve {L,K} with {not K,M}, getting {L,M},
3) Resolve {L,M} with {not M,L}, getting {L},
4) Resolve {L} with {not L,K}, getting {K},
5) Resolve {K} with {not K,not L}, getting {not L},
6) Resolve {not L} with {L}, getting {}.
Deriving a clause with no literals means that we have detected a contradiction, so the original goal
must be a consequence of the theory.
It should be noted that this proof sequence is not the only possible one. In general, especially
when predicates with variable arguments are involved, there will often be a number of possiblesequences. These sequences form a search tree that is traversed depth-flrst, that is, everysequence is fully developed until either a contradiction is found or no more resolution steps can
be taken. In both cases Prolog backtracks: it traverses upwards through the tree, possibly
undoing some substitutions, until a point is reached where another path may be explored.
The strategy of Prolog in proving goals is independent of the problem on hand. That is, the user
states what to prove, and Prolog concerns itself with the traversal of the search tree. A drawback
of this exhaustive and non-heuristic search strategy is its inefficiency. That is, Prolog may search
paths that will never lead to an answer. In order to gain some control over the search process,
Prolog has a built-in control primitive called 'cut' (written '!').
As an example of the use of the cut, consider the following program:
minímum(X,Y,X) .- ~ X is the minimum of X and Y if
X C Y, !. 8 X 5 Y;
minimum(x,Y,Y) .- ~ Y is the minimum if
X 1 Y. g X~ Y.
We know that X s Yand X~Y exclude each other, so the program is deterministic. The advantage
of using the cut then is that, after one of the conditions is seen to be true, the other clause will not
be encountered on backtracking.
Informally spoken, the cut prunes the search tree in such a way that all paths, traversed before the
cut was encountered, are not evaluated again on backtracking.
3.2. Meta-level Programming in Prolog
Meta-knowledge could be described as 'knowledge about knowledge': we are not interested in
the contents of the piece of data, but we record properties of this piece. For example, if we have
manQohn) and man(art), a piece of ineta-knowledge might be "man(john) and man(art) are
instances of the set Men"
In predicate logic, this knowledge is represented by second-order predicates. While the one-place
predicate dog can be viewed as denoting the set ofall dogs, the second-order one-place predicate
mammal denotes the set of all mammals. In this set, mammal(dog) is an element. Of course,this
process can be repeated, getting third-order predicates like Ilving(mammal) etcetera.
One of the attractive features of Prolog is its uniformity of representation; that is, every clause is
both a piece of data and a piece of program. This makes meta-programming, writing programs
i
{L,K} isnot a Horn Clauscl
y
that treat other programs as data, a natural activity. One can, for example write a Protog interpreter
in Prolog (and a very short one too: interpret ( A):- A.!).
There are some built-in meta-predicates in Prolog. Normally, all solutions to a goal have to be
generated one by one; every time a new one is found, the old one is not accessible any more.
The meta-predicates, like bagof, obtain a list of all solutions.
In building knowledge base systems, two advarnages of ineta-programming are important:
1) One gets cornrol over the computational process. Noteworthy application of this control is
influencing the selection function of Prolog. Normally, if we query a database with :- a, b, c, we
are sure that these subgoals will be evaluated left-to-right. However, we can consider a, b and c
to be arguments of a predicate, say q, so that a query becomes :- c~ ( a, b, c). Now we can
choose the order in which the subgoals are to be evaluated ourselves.
Another interesting application is the recording of information on the deduction process. This is
especially useful in building expert system shells, where the ability of the system to explain its own
behaviour is an essential feature.
In deductive database systems finally, it can be shown to the user what pieces of information are
deducible from explicitly given ones.
2) One can retain information on information. Uncertainry reasoning in expert systems, for
example, might need information on the probability of rules.
In a database, meta-information can appear in various forms:
- describing properties of one piece of information, e.g.
tuple(inserted at(01-24-89),man(john)).
which denotes the fact that the information man ( john ) was recorded in the database at
January 24th 1989.
- describing properties of a group of data, e.g.
number of tuples(man,10).
stating that thé relátion man contains 10 tuples.
- imposing conditions on the contents of (part of) the database, like
constraint((Address - Addressl :-
man(Name,Adresa), man(Name,Adressl)).
describing the functional dependency of Address on Name. There are several reasons for
representing such a constraint at meta-level:
} the predicate - cannot be used as head of a clause;so we
would need to write something like Addres s equal Addre s s 1 and add another clause X equal
X.
~ we can not check the constraint by posing it as a query, for
its negation is not a Horn clause. This means that we need to write the constraint like
inconsistent :- man(N,A), man(N,A1), not A- A1.
However, this leads to inefficiency, for
" we cannot record knowledge on a constraint, so all con-
straints need to be checked in order to detect possible inconsistency.
Of course, a price has to be paid for these ímprovements. An obvious drawback is the diminished
efficiency when simulating Prolog processes in the language itself. The size of the loss is
dependern on how detailed our meta-interpreter is. On one side of the spectrum, inter-
pret ( A):- A, the efficiency loss is minimal, and so is the scope for applying such an interpreter
(for we do nothing with A before letting Prolog evaluate it). On the other side, all processes are
simulated, including choice of clauses, backtracking, un'rfication etcetera. It is not easy to think of
an application that benefits from so detailed an interpreter.
1
Currently there are Prolog implementations using either a more sophisticated sclection function themselves, or
postponing ccrtain kinds of subgoals, e.g. negative non-ground ones.
~~
The meta-interpreting on clause level, that is, manipulating clauses but leaving everything neededfor evaluating a single literal to Prolog, seems to be the most suitable for knowledge base
manipulation. The objective then is, to regain the lost evaluation time by reordering a set ofsubgoals, so that their joint evaluation will become faster.
A second disadvantage is the extra care that has to be taken when manipulating programscontaining variables in various clauses. For example, serious problems can arise concerningrenaming of variables. More on this topic is found in the section about query optimization.
4. Prolog in the Database Context
This section investigates the suitability of Prolog as a tool for building deductive databases.
4.1.:It is described what kind of knowledge can be represented;
4.2.:Some major drawbacks of using Prolog are noted.
4.1. Pros ...
Any database is a model of a small, finite subset of some world. One might say that a databaseis a good model if a natural correspondence exists between constructs in the world and in thedatabase.
The question at this point is: does a Prolog deductive database provide such a correspondence,in other words, what can we express in Horn clause togic?
- Objects can be described by a predicate name and a number of arguments. For example,
person(wiley,london,68).
might denote the individual named wiley with residence london and age 6 8.
- Groups of objects, are described in the same way, for example
person(Name,ttesidence,68).
denoting a class of persons having age 6 8(this is called classlflcatlon: every individual isassociated with some type).
- Relations between objects or groups of objects can either be described by a single literal, like
family(father(john),mother(mary),children([art,billj)).
or by a clause representing a deductive law, like
mammal(Animal) :- dog(Animal), alive(Animal).
- Restrictions on relationships are described by clauses with a non-empty body. In database terms
they are called íntegrity constraints'. An example is
.- mammal(Animal), bird(Animal).
- Restrictions on possible states of the world we describe, called 'transition laws', need a special
treatment. They can nevertheless be represented if we define for every manipulation o~eration a
new relation that consists of pairs of states, denoting what transitions may take place.
4.2. ... and Cons
Strictly spoken these conccpts arc not equivalent since restrictions are imposed on the conceptual model.
See for a clanfication of this point (tiico78], pp. 336-
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As noted earlier, logic provides a well-defiriéíi framework for representing and reasoning with
knowledge. Using Prolog, an additional advantage is that we have a programming language at
our disposal. This implies that, as opposed to conventional systems, a deductive database system
may entirely consist of Prolog programs. That is, Prolog serves as an expressive data definition
language, a query language, a database management system and a language in which application
programs can be written.
Although all this is quite advantageous, a few marginal notes are in order here:
, . ~~-
- Prolog's expressive power, although seemingly exceeding
'classical' database description languages, is limited in its expressive power. The restriction to Horn
clauses makes it, for example, impossible to state disjunctive facts. It should be noted however, that
research is conducted on possibilities to make Prolog allow for more predicate logic formulae (see
e.g. [LIoy83bJ).
- Prolog lacks efficiency. A database management system
should be able to handle large portions of data efficiently. Prolog offers few possibilities for arranging
data on secondary storage media and for inpuUoutput operations. Possible solutions to these
problems are the interfacing of a Prolog deductive system with a conventional DBMS that does the
actual storage and retrieving.
Furthermore, Prolog provides rather poor control facilities, that
is, it is difficuft to intertere with the course of a program.
The conclusion to be drawn at this point is that Prolog is an important tool for designing and
building semantically richer databases; as a tool for building practically usable management
systems, it is at present quite inadequate.
5. Conclusions of Part I
In this part of the report, the foundations of deductive databases were etaborated; furthermore,
the logic programming language Prolog was described. The most important conclusions to be
drawn are:
1) Deductive databases are an interesting extension to conventional relational databases. This is
true for several reasons.
- First, more complex knowledge can be represented through
general rules. Of course, one could argue that in most relational systems the view is an equally
powerful concept. However, a general rule is advantageous in that it is formulated as part of the
conceptual model and therefore is a higher level concept. Besides, rules can be recursive and finally,
rules provide a un'rform representation formalism for expressing derived relations and integrity
constraints.
- Another important characteristic of deductive databases is the
use of first-order predicate logic for expressing and manipulating knowledge. Some advantages of
logic are its precision and unambiguousness of ineaning, its transparentness and its declarativeness.
2) The declarative character of a logic data model implies that it can be stored and handled by
various kinds of languages. The focus in this report is on a programming language that is based
on logic itself, namely Prolog.
- The nice thing about Prolog is that it is mainly declarative, so
that adesigner can concentrate on formulating the data model rather than inventing ways to handle
it.
- Prolog has at present some serious drawbacks, of which its
restriction to a subset of predicate logic and its inefficiency are the most important.
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PART II Implementation of a
DDBMS
The second part of this report is devoted to the description of KBMSS, a prototypica!deductive database management system that was implemeMed at Tilburg University.
Section 1 provides a short introductlon to the program;
Section 2 describes how knowledge Is represented in the deductive database and thsreasons for representing ft this way;
Section 3 describes how KBMS5 fulfills the task of manipulating data and preserving dataintegrity In the presence of general rules;
Section 4 finally, discusses data retrieval; thls section is largely devoted to the descriptionof attempts to make the Protog evaluat(on of queries as efficlent as possible.
1. About KBMSS
KBMSS is a (protorypical) deductive database management system written in Prolog. It operateson a user-defined database, also expressed in Prolog This database contains a set of facts, a setof deductive iaws and a set of integrity constraints These constraints restrict the number ofpossible states the database can be in.
The management system consists of two modules:
1) A query module. This program handles all user requests for
data. It checks queries for errors, performs a reordering of the subgoals in a query if this will makeit to be evaluated more efficiently, and retrieves the requested data.
2) A knowledge manipulation module. This part manipulates theknowledge through insertions and deletions, while maintaining database consistency as defined bythe integrity constraints.
'KBMSS'~ abbreviates 'Knowledge Base Management System 5'. It is called this way since
representing more complex pieces of data leads to a knowledge base rather than to a database.Theoretically it is desirable to retain a distinction between knowledge, data and information; forthe sake of convenience however, this report reiies on notíons that are intuitively clear to someone
familiar with database terminology.
2. Knowledge Representation
In this section we discuss the way in which data are representod in the database.
2.1.:The format of facts, deductive laws and integriry constraints is described;
2.2.:It is discussed how explicftly entered information and derived information are treated coher-
ently;
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2.3.:In this subsection, a method for determining which attributes of a derived relations have a
uniqueness property is developed.
2.1. Format of Data
The simplest, and in fact most natural way, to represent facts in a database would be to use the
name of a relation as a predicate. Thus, man ( john ) and man ( art ) might be two tuples from
the relation man. But, as explained in part I, lifting these tuples to the meta-level allows us to record
knowledge on the tuples that could not be represented otherwise (well, not without doing violence
to a clear declarative meaning of Prolog atoms anyway). For similar reasons, deductive laws and
integriry constraints are also represented at meta-level.
Representing Facts
We define the format of a tuple to be
tuple(status,occurrences,Relation(Tuple)).
- The argument status either states that a tuple is accepted as being a fact and can be used
while querying (status -'accept'), or that an occurrence of a tuple is proposed for insertion
(insert t N) or deletion (delete - N). N is a natural number, denoting the proposed increase
or decrease of the occurrences argument. The reasons for formatting status this way will
become clear later on.
- occurrences is a natural number that denotes the number of times the tuple has been
deduced (in this case, an assertion by the user of the tuple is called a deduction too). Important
is, that the value of the Occurrences argument does not say anything about the world we are
representing. That is, 'rf Occurrences is 3, we know that the fact has been deduced thrice; but
of course this does not mean that we are representing three facts. occurrences is merely a
piece of control information to make sure, for example, that when a tuple has been deduced from
two sources and only one of those sources is deleted, the tuple itself is not. In that case, only the
value of Occurrences is decremented from two to one.
Representing Deductlve Laws
A deductive law is expressed as
dlaw((Head :- Body)),
where aody is a normal Prolog clause body and Head is composed of a relation name as
predicate and a number of arguments that, ff variable, appear in sody (range restrictedness).
This meta-level format prevents that facts, being both deducible through deductive laws and
through facts, are retrieved twice on queries. Furthermore, the program now can easily discrimi-
nate between deductive laws and integriry constraints (through which the burden of deciding on
the nature of a clause that says something about the database, now is borne by the designer).
Representing Integrity Constralnts
An integrity constraint is written as
ic((Head :- Body),Type).
- The first argument is a clause that is not necessarily a legal Prolog clause. sody must be a
normal Prolog clause body; Head however, can be any Prolog literal, like true, false, A- a
etcetera.
Interesting application of the latter, though quite dangerous, is to use the ic-clause both for
expressing the integrity constraint and for inducing automatic recovery.
Suppose for example, that we have a database containing a relation man ( Name , Addres s). If
we want to state the integrity constraint that no two men can have the same name, we could write
ic((Y - Y1 :- man(X,Y), man(X,Y1))). g(type omitted)
Whenever the body of the constraint is true, the program checks whether the head is true
too. If it is not, the constraint is violated and the program suggests a solution that restores
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consistency. In this case, one of the two men that together constitute the violation should beremoved from the database.
We might however, circumvent the recovery mechanism by writing a head that induces therecovery itself and thus will always be true. This might look like
ic((recover(man(X,Y),man(X,Z)) :-




After the insertion of a man tuple, the checking program first tries to fulfil the body of the constraint.If this can be done, we have a violation. Next it will try to fulfil the head of the constraint. This headmakes the user choose between two mento remove from the database. Since the call to recoverwill always succeed (there are two men violating the constraint), the head is mada true, so theconstraint will be considered not violated.
Though this method, if used carefully, works correctly, it should better not be used, for it muddlesthe declarativiry of the constraint, it becomes part of the management program (as the databaseshould be strictly separated from it), and it interferes with the recovering strategy of KBMSS itself.
- The argument Type acts as an aid for the program in determining how a possible inconsistencymight be solved. On design time, the designer should write down, what kind of integrity constrainthe is entering. Types are




~ typel b. Format Relatlon :- Relations(,Condltlons)
(e.g. 'team(1,X,Y) :-
~ team(2,X1,Y1),team(3,X2,Y2),X2 1 X1,Y1 G 4.'),type2a. Format Condition :- Relatlon(,Condftlons)
(e.g. 'X ~ 4 .-
team(X,Y,Z),Y - 1.'),
' type2b. Format Condition :- Relations(,Conditlons)
(e.g. 'X ~ Y .-
team(X,Y,Z),team(1,Y,Z1),Z1 - 5.'),
Representing Knowledge on Relations
The only predicate left to discuss now, is relation, that records knowledge on all current
relations. Its successive arguments are rlame (name of the relation), Attributes (a list of thenames of the attributes), Pr imary (the rank of the attributes that are primary, also in list notation)
and Number (the current number of tuples in the relation; at design time usually 0). An examplais
relation(man,[surname,first name,addressj,[1,2j,0).stating that a man's name is unique. -
The primary key arguments might be hard to determine in case of derived relations; see on thistopic section 2.3.
Law or Constraint?
A problem for the designer of a database is that any clause with a non-ground head that refers tosome relation, can either be viewed as a deductive law or as an integriry constraint. A general ruleof thumb for deciding on this problem is that the purpose of a deductive law is to derive newinformation. So,
manager ( r1, S ) : -
IS
employee(N,G), group(G,S), s ? 40,000.
is a deductive law, while
G - G1 :-
employee(N,G), employee(N,G1). ~ (pseudo Prolog)
(the functional dependency of Group upon Name), must be seen as a constraint. Likewise, a
purely negative assertion as
.- employee(pau1,10)
(there is no employee named paul in group 10), will never produce new knowledge when using
the negation-as-failure rule.
The last two clauses are not allowed in Prolog. Nevertheless, if we want to use them, we might
introduce a new predicate called inconsistent; a call to this predicate succeeds when its
body can be made true, that is, when the constraint ís violated. The dependency statement would
then become
inconsistent :-
employee(N,G), employee(N,G1), not G- G1.
This formulation however, is a less concise reflection of the original logic formula. For this reason
(and for others that will become clear later on), KBMSS uses meta-predicates.
2.2. Implicit and Explicit Knowledge
It is noteworthy, that two important decisions have been made, concerning the recording of facts
and general knowledge. Taken together, these decisions could be stated as "(1) All implicit
knowledge is represented explicitly, (2) not necessarily vice versa".
(1) Expllcating Impllcit Data
We treat deductive laws as so-called generatlon rules. This means, that whenever some tuple
is entered, every tuple that can be derived from it, using atl applicable deductive laws, is generated
and inserted.
In [Nico78b) this method is discussed, together with its alternative, called derivatlon rules. In that
case implicit knowledge is not made explicit during data-entry but during query evaluation time.
The advantages for using deductive laws as generation rules are twofold:
a) Queries are evaluated against explicit relations. This implies
that more on a relation is known before it is queried, e.g. cardinality. This information can be used
to improve query performance. Furthermore, since no deduction is needed, retrieval will be more
efficient. Of course this is a choice of trading off data entry performance against query performance.
b) Consistency is more easily checked, since all derivable
tuples are inserted and thus submitted to the uniform consistency check that follows any knowledge
manipulation. The deduction process seems to make generation inferior to derivation. However, in
the case of derivation rules, we have to find a way in which we can check whether implicitly entered
information violates any constraint. This implies that the pertormance of using derivation will not be
much better.
The main disadvantage is ofcoursethe obvious redundancy in storing knowledge, a disadvantage
that might be prohibitive when building large databases.
Nevertheless, it seems that the advantages just mentioned, warrant the choice. This is especially
true when the database contains a growing number of facts. Good query performance then
becomes an important objective. Data entry on the other hand, will not be influenced by a the size
of the database, so it seems wise to relieve query evaluation of as much work as possible.
(2) Local Observatlons
Derived relations can contain tuples not implied by their deductive laws. This is very useful, since
it might very well be that the user is aware of some derived tuple ( called a local observation),




~`~n al john ki
al kim john mary
gran at er(o est,Youngest) .-
father(oldest,Middle), father(Middle,Youngest).
In this case, the tuple grandf ather ( john, mary ) is a local observation. We have to allowthis tuple, for perhaps the tuples father ( X, mary ) and father ( john, X) have not beeninserted, or the father of mary is not known, or this father is dead and therefore not part of thedatabase.
2.3. Determining the Primary Key
As will be elaborated in 4.2., the query evaluation strategy of KBMS5 is based on heuristic rules.These rules allow for an estimation of the cost of a specific ordering of the subqueries.
One of these rules uses the fact that the evaluation of a goal in which all key arguments areinstantiated can return at most one answer.
The point is however, that it can be hard to determine which arguments of a derived relation formits key. That is, given the primary key arguments of the antecedents of a law, what are the primarykey arguments of the consequent?
Since a derived relational clause is assumed to be range restricted, the properties of the set oftuples it represents are completely determined by its antecedents. This allows for a parallel withrelational algebra: the consequent of a deductive law can be viewed as the relation that resultsfrom a number of algebraic operations on the extensions of the relations represented by itsantecedents. The benefits of attaching such a'computational meaning' ([UIIm85], Ch. 3) to Prologclauses , is that we can apply resufts from a well-known model.
Prolog Clauses and Relatlonal Algebra
Memorizing, the relational atgebra consists of three operators that manipulate relations: selection(o), projection (,~) and join (y.). The following examples will make the equivalence with Prologclauses clear.
Prolog clauses'Relational equivalent
F1(X,Y) t- B(X,Y), X) 4. A- Q[x)4](B)
A(X'Y) '- B(X), C(Y). A- B t~J C
A(X'Y) '- B(X,Y,Z). A - JL[X,Y)(B)
In general, the solutions to a call to the head of a derived relational clause can be described inrelational terms as
Set of solutions -;r(arguments of head](o[conditlons In body](antecedent 1 y, antecedent2 y, .... y, antecedent n)).
t
Derived relations based on several laws are not considered. They nced a special treatment concerning renaming
of variables; scc also ~UIImAS~, Ch. 3.
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As a cosmetic improvement, any constant in one of the antecedents should be replaced by a
condition with a new variable, for example B( x, 3) becomes B( x, z), z- 3. Now suppose
we have the clause
A(X) :-
B(X,Z), C(Z,3), Z ~ 4.
Then we can determine the set of solutions in relational terms as follows:
1) A(X) :-
à(X,Z), C(Z,Y), Z 1 4, Y- 3.
2) Take the natural join of B and C
3) Select the tuples in which the conditions hold
4) Project X on those tuples
So the set of solutions - n[x] (U[z4,c-3J (B wC)).
Preserving Key Propertles
The next step is to answer the question whether the uniqueness of key arguments is preserved
when an relational operator is applied. This can be done by means of inheritance rules (Pk ( R)
denotes the set of key arguments of relation R; S means 'is subset of').
(1) Selection:
A :- Q[..]B -~ Pk(A) - Pk(B).
Meaning: If relation A is obtained by selecting specified tuples from relation B, then A will inherit
the key arguments of B.
The proof of this statement is fairly trivial: if a set contains no duplicate elements, then there is no
subset of it that does.
(2) Projection:
A :- ,7L[S]B i (Pk(B) ~ S) -~ Pk(A) - Pk(B) .
Meaning: If A is a projection of d on all of B's key arguments (and possibly others), then A inherits
e's primary key.
From the definition of primary key we know that the combination of attributes that constitute it is
unique. So any combination of these arguments and a(possibly empty) set of nonkey ones will
be unique too.
(3) Naturaljoin:
This operation is more complex since several kinds of join can be distinguished. In the following
rules the set of attributes over which the join is taken is denoted by v~.
a) A :- B y~c n
[(Pk(B) - LY n Pk(c) - tY) v
(Pk(B) - tY n (Pk(c) il ~ ~ {}) n Pk(c) ~ ~ ) v
( (Pk(B) (1 ~ - {} ) n (Pk(c) (1 tY - {} ) ) ]
Pk(A) - Pk(B) U Pk(C).
Consider an example of the third disjunctive part between ' [' and ']':
B(al,a2,;~) t~i C(a1,a2,~Q) :- A(al,a2,a3,a4).
To prove that {a3,a4} constitute a primary key, we must prove two properties of them:
1) Uniqueness, that is, there is at most one combination of any two values for a3 and a4, say vi
and v2.
Proof: suppose {a3,a4} is not unique. Then there ís in A another couple {vi,v2}. This would
mean, that B or C contains another couple of the same values for a1 and a2. However, such a
,
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coupie cannot have the same a3 or a4 vaiue, since these attributes are unique. So a join wouldnot yield the same {a3,a4} combination.
2) Minimality, that is, no key attribute can be discarded without destroying the uniqueness property.Proof: a4 cannot be unique on its own in A, since the combination {a1,a2} determined by a valueof a4 can appear more than once in B(for they are not key attributes). The same reasoning goesfor a3.
b) A:- B t~ c n
[(Pk(B) - tY n Pk(C) fl iY -{} ) v
(Pk(B) I'1 ~~{} n Pk(B) ~ tY n Pk(c) (1 tY- {})]
Pk(A) - Pk(C).
For a proof of the first disjunction, consider:
B(a,1,a2,a3) t~ C(al,a2,a4,a5) :- A(al,a2,a3,a4,a5).{a4,a5} is unique and minimal since this combination does not participate in the join; it is simplycopied to A and therefore retains key properties.
c) A:- B 1,1 C n
(Pk(B) i'1 LY ~{} n Pk(B) ~{} ) n




B(;~,a2,a3) t~l C(al,~,a4) :- A(;~,a2,a3,a4) .
The proof of the rules not discussed here is done in a similar way and is therefore omitted.
Key Inheritance in Prolog Clauses
Now we can return to the question of inheritance in Prolog clauses. To determine the keyarguments ofa derived relation first rewrite the Prolog clause to a corresponding algebraic formula;next, use the inheritance rules. Consider the following example:
D(X'y) '- A(X~V~W)~ B(y~X)~ C(Y~4,V).
Pk(A) - {X}, Pk(B) - {Y,X} and Pk(C) - {Y}.
- Rewrite the law to
D(X,Y) :-
A(X,V,W), B(y,X), C(Y,Z,V), Z- this is equivalent to
~[x.Yl(U[Z-4](A ~ B ~ C)).
- H1 - A 1~J B; Pk(H1) -{X,Y}
- H2 - H1 t~l C; Pk(H1) -{X,Y}
- H3 - (I[Z-4](H2); Pk(H3) - {X,Y}






it should be stressed that all the former assumes the clauses to be range restricted. Otherwise ftwould not be possibie to use projection; besides, a not range restricted clause would have nonatural counterpart in the modelling process. For ft makes no sense to describe an entiry in thereal worid only partially through other entities and leave its other characteristics unspecified.
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3. Data Manipulation
Adding and removing tuples in a deductive database is a quite complex process, due to the
existence of derived relations.
In this section, the way in which KBMSS fulfills this task is discussed.
3.1.:The deductive process that takes place when database contents are altered, is
described;
3.2.:The retaining of data integriry is discussed.
3.1. Updating and Deduction
In deductive databases, the scope of an update is not restricted to a single relation. It can alter the
contents of other relations as well.
Update Operatlons
We can distinguish several kinds of operations, depending on whether we manipulate explicit or
implicit relations.
(1) Inserting or deleting a tuple that is part of a relation not appearing in any deductive law. In this
case, only database consistency after the update has to be checked.
(2) Inserting a consequent tuple (to be precise, "an instance of a relation that appears as head of
one or more deductive laws"). This is a local observation, so the only thing to do (apart from the
consistency checks) is checking whether it was deduced by one of its laws before. In that case,
the tuple is not inserted again, but its occurrence is marked as being deduced more than once.
(3) Inserting an antecedent tuple. Now we need to check what tuples are derivable fromthe inserted
one. For every derived tuple that did not exist before, an occurrence is added to the database and
the insertion process is repeated.
(4) Deleting an antecedent tuple. In this case, we should find all tuples that can be derived no
longer from the updated database. This process is analogous to that described under (3).
(5) Deleting a consequent tuple. Now we must find all tuples that accounted for the deduction of
the deleted one, and remove just enough of these, so that the deduction is made impossible.
Since often this yields various possible deletions, this case is the most complex one.
Deletfng a Consequent
In order to understand the problems arising when handling the deletion of some consequent tuple,
consider again the example given in the introduction.
employee group manager
~ohn10 10 20,000 ray 60,000
bill 10 11 30,000 art 60,000




employee(Name,Group), group(Group,salary), Salary ? 40,000.
If next we obtain the information that ray is no longer a manager, we couid delete either theknowledge that ray is an employee or the knowledge that the salary in group 14 is 60, 000.Choosing the latter solution however, would probably not mirror the irttention of the update, sinceit will make the fact that art is a manager not derivable any longer (side-effects).
So in this case, deleting employee ( ray, 14 ) would be appropriate. The point to stress nowis, that this choice is purely a matter of semantics (that is, dependent on the interpretation of thorelations) and therefore can not be made by the program. The user should therefore play an activerole in determining the antecedents to be deieted. This will also, in general, solve the secondproblem glanced upon, the unwanted side-effects. For, if the user chooses to deietegroup { 14 , 6 0, 0 0 0) after ait, we may safeiy assume that he wishes to remove all managers
from group 14 (even though he then exploits a strange way of doing so).
The method used in KBMS5, is composed of two independent processes:
1) Backward chaining. The user chooses an instance of a relation from every deductive law thathas the initial tuple as its consequent. This process is repeated for the chosen tuples until all tuplesto be deleted are terminal (that is, they are not derivable).
2) Forward chaining. Every tuple obtained in step 1 is deleted, together with all its derivableknowledge.
It is not too hard to automate part of the backward chaining process, so that the program computesa list of terminal tuples with minimal side-effects when deleted. This would be, however, asyntactical improvement that hardly supports the semantic decision process of the user.
Occurrence Counting
As mentioned earlier, in KBMSS every tuple bears carries a piece of ineta-knowledge with it,recording the number of times the tuple has been deduced. This is a very useful aid in the processof deleting an antecedent tuple; for if we did not record it, we would have to determine for everytuple derivable from the initial one, if it can be derived another way. Only if no other derivationswere found, this consequent tuple could be removed. When using a counter, we only have to
check whether the counter of the derived tuple has become 1. If not, we do not remove the tuple,but simply decrement its counter. In that case, we will not carry on the deduction process with thistuple.
Of course, the counters might be incremented on inserting tuples. For an initial tuple, we checkwhether it occurs already. If it does, its counter is incremented by 1; if not, we insert the tuple withcounter value 1, and repeat the whole process for all derivable tuples.
3.2. Protecting Consistency
There are two important issues to be addressed concerning the consistency of knowledge. Thefirst one is: how can it be checked efficiently whether one or more integriry constraints are violated;the second one is: what should be done to restore integrity when such a violation occurs.
Checking Consistency
The simplest, and almost inevitably least efficient way to check database integrity, is taking thefirst constraint, trying to find an instantiation that fals'rfies it and, if no such falsification can be found,taking the next constraint and so on until everything is proved consistent.
There are at least two major improvements to this method:
1) Consider only those tuples that might cause a violation,
2) Consider only those constraints in which some literal mat-ches some tuple found in 1).
Candidate tuples are those being proposed for insertion or deletion. The number of candidates is
usually only a small percentage of the total number of tuples. So, together with the fact that fewer
constraints are considered, this method significantly gains efficiency as compared to the first one.
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In KBMSS, the checking strategy is a slight refinement of this method. It uses the knowledge that
a deletion cannot invalidate a constraint of type Condltlon :- Relatfon(,Condltlons) (type2a),
since a deletion could only make the body true 'rf 'Relation' is negated. This would however, lead
to evaluation of a not fully instantiatsd negated goal.
As for the second issue, restoring integrity after a constraint violation, one has to decide whether
a database should be consistent at any point in time. Deciding it has to implies that database
consistency will be checked immediately after the insertion ordeletion of knowledge. Various steps
might then be taken.
However, maintaining consistency in such a strict way does not seem to be an acceptable strategy.
If, for example, we want to add both tuples of aforeign key relationship, the database is inconsistent
after inserting the referring tuple. What we want though, is integrity to be checked only after the
referred-to tuple has been inserted too.
KBMSS therefore allowsthedatabass to be in a temporary state of inconsistency. Only after issuing
a commit command constraint checking is performed. As long as no committing has taken place,
the changes are assumed not to be made, so querying is done on database contents as they were
directly after the last commit. It can be argued that conceptually, this is the most appropriate
method, since otherwise we migM obtain knowledge that is not a correct reflection of the world
as we perceive it.
Restoring Conslstency
The next question to be addressed is: how should the system react when committing is im-
possible? One extreme is to roll back all operations automaticalfy, that is, to restore database
contents to the state it was in before any change was made. This would however not be terribly
apt, especially not for deductive databases. The reason is that manipulating one tuple might induce
the updating of several others, all of which might violate constraints themselves. Since these
effects can be hard to foresee, the user should have the possibility of introducing additional
changes after committing failed.
The other, seemingly most intelligent extreme, is to generate additional operations in order to
rsstore integrity automatically. Problems inthis case stem from the complexity of these operations
in the presence of deductive laws, and from the fact that more often than not integrity might be
restored in several ways. The latter problem is analogous to the deleting of a consequent
information. Consider, for example, the employee-group-manager database from the
previous section and suppose the manager-law is interpreted as an integrity constraint. When
we insert employee(paul, 14), we violate this constraint; now there are two possible
revalidations: inserting manager(pau1,60,000) and deleting group(14,60,000).
Again, the choice is a semantíc one and can only be made by the user (though one might record
for every constraint which one of several possible revalidations should be chosen).
KBMSS takes its place somewhere in the middle of the spectrum. Whenever a commit fails, the
operations are not denied, but the user is supplied with the reasons for the appearance of
inconsistency, together with a set of possible revalidation solutions. This set is not guaranteed to
liquidate ail inconsistency, for issuing it might affect other tuples.
Including the rype of a constraint as meta-information facilitates the determination of ways in which




If the constraint is invalidated by (an instantiation) of the antecedent or deleting (an instantiation)
of the consequent, the suggested solution is to insert a matching instantiation of the consequent
or to delete a matching instantiation of the antecedent respectively.




In case of violation through deletion of the consequent, a matching tuple to one of the antecedentsshould be deleted; in case of violation through insertion, a tuple matching to the consequentshould be inserted.
- rype2a, e.g.
X ~ Y :-
team(X,Y,Z).
When a constraint of this rype is violated, no revalidation is possible (since it can only be violatedby inserting the antecedent; then there is no way to make the consequent true). All previous
transactions are rolled back.
- rype2b, e.g.
Y ) Z :-
team(1,Y,Z1), team(2,Y1,Z).
If this kind of integrity constraint is violated, through insertion of an antecedent tuple, it can berevalidated by deleting a matching tuple to another antecedent. Obviously, this constraint cannotbe violated through a deletion (assuming the body does not coMain any negated subgoals).
When the database is found to be consistent, all proposed changes are committed. If it is not, theuser can issue the rollback command or introduce additional changes to the database.
4. Data Retrieval
Central to every DBMS is the abiliry to retrieve requested data efficiently. For large database
applications this is not a trivial matter.
We can roughly divide the factors influencing the cost of retrieving some set of data into twogroups.
4.1.:This subsection briefly glances at physical storage, that is, how can database
accesses be facilitated;
4.2.:The main part of section 4 is devoted to query optimization, that is, how can an
arbitrary query be transformed into a query that can be evaluated more efficiently.
4.1. Physical Storage
In conventional systems, the process of locating an item of data and presenting it to the user, ishighly iayered. The DBMS receives a request for data and decides what records are needed. The'file manager' then decides what page (the unit of information transferred in a single disk access)contains the desired record and finally, the 'disk manager' determines the physical location of thatpage and issues the I~O-operation.
Since access to main storage is much faster than disk access, minimizing the number of
I~O-operations is an overriding performance objective. The aim of designing storage structures
therefore is to arrange data on secondary storage so that a required piece of data can be located
in as few I~0's as possible. Techniques for doing so include indexing, hashing, pointer chains andcompression (see for details any introductory book on databases).
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When implementing a database system in Prolog, one faces the fact that very little can be done
with respect to physical data storage.' This is largely due to the lack of procedural control: we
describe what we want to store or retrieve, rather than how to do it. This problem can be solved
by either interfacing the Prolog system with a conventional DBMS that does all the retrieving, or
by implementing a suitable fiie structure within Prolog itself, both of which are very complex.
KBMSS operates on a database system that is entirely kept in main memory. The efficiency
problem then becomes: how can a user's request be transformed in such a way that the Prolog
deduction system will come up quickly with the desired answers? This problem leads us into the
area of query optimization.
4.2. Query Optimization
A database query ín Prolog is a conjunction of subgoals. An answer to such a query consists of
those bindings for the variables occurring in the query that make all of the conjuncts true. Of
course, logically the order of the subgoals has no meaning. For the Prolog resolution strategy
however, a well-considered reordering of subgoals can make a lot of computational difference.
Intuitively, the intention is to reduce the number of times the deeper levels of the search tree are
encountered. This will be formalized now. 2
Definittons
A query is a list of subgoals. A subgoal can be
- relatfonal. The subgoal is then of the form R(X1 .. Xn) where every XI is either a variable or a
constant and R refers to a set of ground clauses in the database, e.g. employee ( ray, 14 ).
- condRlonal. The subgoal is an expression that constrains the domain from which the value of
some variable can be taken, e.g. G 1 10.
- Impllcit relatlonal. Instead of referring to a ground clause, the subgoal now refers to a program
clause of the form R(X1.. Xn) :- a where a is a query. This clause is assumed to be range restricted,
which means that every XI occurs in Q. This assumption is made in order to guarantee that only
fuly instantiated answers are returned.
The reordering of subgoals intends to improve efficiency. In order to be able to measure efficiency,
one needs to have some kind of ineasuring unit. The most accepted one for software is CPU-time;
but since this is too low level and therefore too untransparent for implementation ends, it is useful
to adopt a more conceptual unit: the un'rfication operation. The matching of two terms costs as
many un'rfication operations as the number of variables or constants that are matched. For
example, matching S( a, b) and S( X 1, c) has cost 4(since fact tuples cannot contain functors,
the problem of matching variables or constants with terms does not arise). A condition is
interpreted as having a cost, equal to the number of variables it contains, e.g. s 7 3 0 has cost 1
(note that this cost measurement is rather arbitrary chosen).
In what follows we will first deal with the case that every subgoal is relational. Later on we will
handle the other possibilities.
Handling Relatlonal Subgoals
Suppose we have two relations, S and T, and a query:
S T
1
a b c b
There are Prolog implementations, like Arity Prolog, that offer more storage control.
Appendiu 2 elabotes the numbers and formulas as they appear in this subsection.
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c d a b
c e c e
f g a g
.- S(X1,X2), T(c,X2)
Executing this query will require 4 x(t f a) - 2o match-operations (every matching of two atoms
is called a match-operation). Evaluating the subgoals in reverse order on the other hand, will
require only 2 x(i t a) f 2- t2 operations. The reason for gaining this much is clear: 'rf we
evaluate t ( c, x2 ) , s( x1, x2 ), then for every tuple in t that has no c as its first argument, the
second subgoal will not be evaluated. Stated differently, we should aim at making Prolog backtrack
as soon as possible.
The consequence of executing the most instantiated subgoal first however, is not the only factor
that influences the processing of a query. We should therefore develope a formula that takes into
account all factors, giving an exact answer in terms of unification operations.
The total cost of executing a query consisting of n relational subgoals can be stated as
a
Total Cost - ~ (~Oy - OY. -'} t ~ ({O~ - O~ -,l t . . . . t ~ (~O~ - O~ -1l) ... ))
k- i k- i J k-, J
where Tk is a relational subgoal, having index k in the query (this formula is derived in appendix
2),
ak is the total number of answers to Tk, making allowance for possible instantiations of some of
its arguments that result from evaluating T, to Tk -, and
O is the cost of matching two atoms.
From this formula, we can determine the factors that effect the execution cost:
1) The number of arguments of each T, because O partly depends on it.
2) The size of a, to a,,. Every ak in turn, is determined by
a) the cardinality of Tk,
b) the ratio uninstantiated~instantiated variables and
c) the number of tuples to which the instantiated variables refer.
It should be noted that 1 and 2b are purely syntactical standards, while 2a and 2c are dependent
on the current extension of the underlying relations.
Because of the nesting of summation signs, it seems wise to see to it that the Tk's are arrangedin ascending order according to their ak's. The drawback of using the formula however, is that
every ak is a function of a, to ak - ,(on the ground of 2b and 2c). This means that th~ only way to
compute the optimal ordering, is to consider every possible permutation. For, say, 8 subgoals,the number of permutations jumps to over 40,000 (8!), so this method can be prohibitively
expensive.
Therefore KBMS5 relies on a heuristic formula that uses all of the four above mentioned factors,
without regarding the mutual influences: the Current Cost (CC). Described in words, this formula
says: the cost of evaluating a subgoal is equal to the number of expected instantiations for it, times
the number of its arguments.
a) CCk - Mk 'rf the primary key arguments of subgoal Tk are all instantiated, which means that at
most one answer will be found,
b) CCk - Ck X(1 -~) X Mk othenNlse.
where Mk is the number of arguments of Tk, Ck is the cardinaliry of relation Tk and Ik denotes the
number of instantiated arguments at the time subgoal Tk is evaluated; so Ck x(1 -~) ex-
presses the estimated number of answers to the subgoal Tk and
Ck accounts for the influence of factor 2a, .
~ accounts for 2b,
Mk in b) accounts for 1 and
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Mk in a) for 2c (party).
Of course one could wonder why ths factors in formula b) are multiplied with each other. The
reason is, that the curreM cost is proportional to every factor. If the cardinality or the number of
arguments increases, or the ratio between the number of instantiated and uninstantiated argu-
ments decreases, the expected absolute cost of evaluating the subgoal will increase. However,
the factors are not multiplied with coefficients, since we are not interested in an absolute cost, but
rather in a relative measuring unit.
Part a) of the formula could be refined by not only looking at primary key arguments, but storing
statistical information about every relation as well; for example, the number of expected answers
for every combination of instarrtiated arguments. In [Li84J (pp. 118-125), Li uses a domain statistic,
that is, the size of the domain over which an argument can range. Besides, he places cuts between
subgoals in order to improve efficiency, which is an interesting but dangerous improvement, since
it may quite drasticaly affect the way in which the query is evaluated.
The strategy adopted in KBMSS then, is based on the use of the current cost and is a very simpte
one:
1) Compute CC for every subgoal.
2) Process the cheapest.
3) Go to 1) for the remaining subgoals.
It should be stressed that this strategy is not necessarily optimal, but heuristic.
Handling Impllcit Relatlonal Subgoals
The former leaves us with the cases where a subgoat is either conditional or implicft relational. In
the latter case, we can act in one of the two following ways in order to compute CC.
1) Pre-compile the query into a list of only relational and conditional subgoals. This means that
every implicit subgoal is replac~d by the body of its corresponding clause(s). Since this body is
defined as being a query itself, the replacement process can be recursive.
Unfortunately, a problem arises, stemming from the fact that we're working at the meta-level:
- In the case of recursíve deductive laws there is no way for the compiler to choose between the
stopping condition and the recursive rule(s) without actually calling the subgoal. For example,
consider the database
A B
a(X) :- b(X,Y), a(Y).
The query a( Y) could be replaced by itself, but atso by b( x, Y), a( Y) or b( x, Y), b( x, Y),
a ( Y ) etCetera.
There seems to be no way to circumvent this problem other than by lifting all of the deduction
process of Prolog to the meta-level. The efficiency loss then would certainly not warrant the
ímproved control.
2) Store the cardinality of the implicit relations as well as their primary key arguments. When
optimising the query, treat the implicit subgoals the same way as the explicit ones.
Again, note some drawbacks:










The (derived) cardinaliry of A is 2, while Cb is 3. The call a( x) however, is twice as expensive as
thecallb(x).
- To compute the cardinalities of the implicit relations, we must call avery deductive law of whichthe body contains Tk, whenever a tuple Tk is inserted, deleted or updated.
Now suppose we have the following database:
3 1
a(x) :- b(x,l).






8 when we ask 'insert(b(4,1))'
8 we get:
8 Head - a(x); Body - b(x,l),
8 true for X- 4!,
~ count(call(a(4)),C)
C will be 1, which is incorrect. Again, the instantiation mechanism is to blame.
- Determining the primary key arguments is not easy; since we record these arguments during
database design however, this problem is not a real one in KBMS5.
In spite of its weaknesses, KBMSS adopts a(simplified) instance of this latter strategy, mainly in
order not to overload the optimization process. This means that the optimiser now does not need
to have any knowiedge about implicit relations. The cardinality and primary key arguments are
simply read off from the 'relation'-clauses.
Handling Conditional Subgoals
As for the conditional subgoal, this can be seen as a special kind of instantiation. While a
conventional instantiation restricts the number of possible values of an argument to one, a
condition restricts it to a set of possible domain values. As an example of the congruence of these
two concepts, consider the query
.- employee(art,Group) .
that can be rewritten as
employee(Name,Group), Name - art.
Ideally therefore, the computation of CCk should involve some measure for the number and kind
of conditions that restrict the arguments of Tk. On the one hand however, this means that for everyrelation, we would need an enormous amount of statistical information; on the other hand, using
1
Count(callUfead~,C) is not mcant ro be a Prolog goal.
2~
such a measure would reintroduce the connected consideration of the subgoals. For these
reasons, the reordering of a query in i~(BMS5 is based solely on relational subgoals. A condition
is placed in the reordered query as soon as all its variables have occurred in this query (this
condition must be imposed, in order to prevent evaluation of an uninstantiated condition). The
rationale underlying this method is that placing conditions this way will make the query at least as
good, and probably much better.
Handling General ~ueries
Summarizing, the reordering strategy is as follows:
(1) Compute the current cost for svery non-conditional subgoal.
(2) Put the cheapest one of the initial query at the end of the ordered query.
(3) Append to this list all the conditions whose variables occur in the ordered query.
(4) Go to (t) for the remaining query.
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Remarks and Conclusions
Anyone working with KBMSS will notice that this program is very far from being useful in practice.On one hand, this is caused by practical considerations. It was not intended to build a commercialsystem, so little or no attention was paid to topics like user-interfacing and securiry. Furthermore,since the research on deductive databases has yielded a vast number of subjects, time was toolimited to be able to cover all interesting and useful features.
On the other hand, several drawbacks arise from the concept of deductive databases as such,and from the use of Prolog for building a DDBMS.
In what follows, some practical and theoretical problems are discussed, as well as suggestions
for solving them.
1. Improvements to KBMSS
In this section, four major limitations of KBMSS are described. These limitations are
A) Performance is poor.
For every database transaction on a reasonably large database, transaction time is far too long:
- data retrieval is slow, since data cannot be organized well. Furthermore, in spite of query
optimization, retrieval suffers from the fact that backtracking is difficult to control and therefore
traverses many redundant paths;
- updating is slow, since all deductive laws and integriry constraints have to be checked, in order
to see which ones are applicable; again this can be viewed as a problem of physical data
organization.
We should however, be careful in using the word 'slow'. It is simply not fair to compare deductive
database updating performance with the updating performance of a conventional system.
Besides, it is possible to trade off retrieval time against query time (although this would probably
not shorten average response time).
The problems in data retrieval are more serious, since they are mainly caused by the Prolog
language itself; these problems are at present prohibitive for building large databases. Improve-
ments to Prolog might be
~` jntelligent backtracking control mechanisms other than the cut. A
good example of this is found in [Nais84) where a resolution strategy
called Hetero~eneous SLD-Resolution is discussed. Its computation rule
docs not makc it backtrack to thc most reccnt backtracking point (- a
node in thc scarch trec that has scveral children), but rather to the point
where the wrong path was chosen.
~` mechanisms that enable one to organize clauses, for example in an
indcxcd filc.
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B) Only Ilmited query facilRles are provlded. This problem applies to user communication, for
example query languages, as well as to the way queries are evaluated. Various improvements are
imaginable:
' design a richer query language, containing functions like 'count', 'average', 'group' etcetera.
These improvements are easy to implement, as noted in [LIOy83a]. Furthermore, the query
language should be more user-fri~ndly; for example, in KBMSS the user needs to remember the
number and order attributss of a nlation.
" suppy the user with more intelligent answers. That is, the answer to a query might not necessarily
consist of facts, but also of rules. For example, 'rf we ask 'who earns at least 40,000' the answer
migM bo 'all managers do'.
Another possibility is the adding of useful extra information to the answer. For example, if we ask
for the departure tims of a fligM from London to Paris before 7 A.M. and there is no such flight, the
system might provide alternative times or routes.
On these topics, see [Ga1188], p.62 for an overview and [Imie88] for a method that allows for
rule-based answers.
` incorporate more ssmantic knowledge into the query optimization process. KBMSS only uses
primary key and cardinality information to estimate the number of answers to a subgoal. Semantic
optimization on the other hand, relies on the knowledge that integrity constraints restrict the
number of possible extensions of relations. This implies that we can determine impossible
answers. Thus, the query evaluation process can be forced not to search for unfindable solutions.
For example, if we have a constraint
.- father(art,X). 8(art has no children)
and a query
7- father(john,child), father(Child,Grandchild).
we know that 'rf Child is ~qual to art the second subgoal will yield no answers. So we rewrite
the query to
~- father(john,c), not c- art, father(c,Gc).
In [Chak88] a method for semantic optimization, based on a complex technique, called 'subsump-
tion', is discussed.
C) No support Is offered to the user for creating databases. KBMS5, and in fact any current
database system, assumes that the database is a correct reflection of a universe of discourse.
That is, no attention is paid to the process of conceptual modelling and designing data structures.
While the modelling process is still left to the user, suggestions for mapping a conceptual schema
directly onto a database structure, are provided by [Dart88] and [Grat87]. Both articles rely on
NIAM ((Verh82]) for specifying the model. Part of the NIAM primitives are represented directly in
first order logic. However, it remains questionable whether these methods lead to reasonably
efficient implementations. Furthermore, no use seems to be made of specific deductive database
capabilities like deduction of information.
Other, more concrete improvements to KBMSS, are quite easy to implement. Examples are the
automatic generation of common integrity constraints like primary keys (we might simply state
'Name of an employee is primary' instead of 'Group - Groupl :- employee(Name,Group),
employee(Name,Groupl)'), and the automatic recording of a rype of an integriry constraint.
D) It Is unfeasible to build large databases. This is mainly due to the fact that the entire database
is kept in main memory. To overcome this probtem, the most attractive alternative seems to be to
interface the Prolog system with a conventional retrieval facility. This would imply that all the
deduction steps following a query are performed by Prolog. When nothing but facts have to be
r~trieved, the conventional system takes over (perhaps after the query is translated into a relational
calculus expression). This method is called the 'compiled approach' in [Ga1184J. '([Lloyd83a])
t
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appendix 1 An Example of Query
Optimization
In section 4.2. an optimization stratsgy for queries was developed. In this appendix an example
of how this strategy works is described.
Considar the example database that comes wfth KBMSS, called 'sportdb5'. It contains information
on a sports club, contained in 4 base relations called player (14 tuples), team (2 tuples),
match (10 tuples) en penalty (8 tuples).
With respect to this database we might pose the following query:
q([S,N,B,~ give me number, name and penalty
player(S,N,-,,,9G of all players
teamL,S,~,'ti who are captain of some team and
penaftyL,S,e),~6 who have had a penalry
B ~ 49]).76 of at least 49,-
Now recall that the Current Cost was defined to be
CCk - Mk if all primary arguments of Tk are instantiated;
CCk - Mk x( 1 -~-) x Mk otherwise.
k
According to the strategy as described in the last paragraph of 4.2. the reordering passes off as
follows:
1) The reordered query is empty, written as [];
2) CC(player(S,N,-,-)) - i4 x(~ - ~) x 4- 56;
CC(team(-, S,-)) - 2 x(t - ~) x 3- 6;
CC(penalty (- , S, B ))- 8 x(1 - ~) x 3- 24;
3) The reordered query becomes [ te am (- , s,-) ];
4) Now s is instantiated with, say, s;
5) CC(player(s,N,-,-)) -4 since s is a primary key
value;
CC(penalty ( , s, B ))- 3 for the same reason;
6)The reordered query becomes [ team(-, s,-) , pen-
alty(-,s,s), player(S,N,-,-)];
7)The condition B 149 is placed behind penalty (-, S, B)
since at this point B becomes instantiated;
8)The query to be evaluated now is
[team(-,5,-), penalty(-,S,B), B ~ 49,
player(S,N, , )].
In an experiment the unordered and ordered query required an evaluation time of 12 and 5
respectively. This implies an improvement of over 40oIo! However, for queries on a database of
this size, the improvement is entirely used up by the reordering process.
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appendix 2 Elaboration of Formulas
in II.4.2.
The section about query optimization shows some numbers and formula's concerning query
evaluation. Since it is not made clear how these statements are arrived at, this appendix willelaborate them.
1) Suppose we have two relations, s and T, with the following extensions:
S T
a b c b
c d a b
c e c e
f g c g
The execution trace of the query S( x 1, X2 ), T( c, x2 ) is as follows (every ' 8' denotes a
match-operation):
S(X1,X2) d~ s(a,b) : T(c,b) á~ T(c,b) : answer
T(c,b) 6 T(a,b) fail
T(c,b) s T(c,e) fail
T(c,b) fi T(a,g) fail
S(Xl,X2) b S(c,d) : T(c,d) 6 T(c,b) fail
T(c,d) b T(a,b) fail
T(c,d) b~ T(c,e) fail
T(c,d) á~ T(a,g) fail
S(xl,X2) fi s(c,e) : T(c,e) rr T(c,b) fail
T(c,e) á~ T(a,b) fail
T(c,e) b T(c,e) : answer
T(c,e) á T(a,g) fail
S(X1,X2) s S(f,g) : T(f,g) b T(c,b) fail
T(f,g) b T(a,b) fail
T(f,g) b T(c,e) fail
T(f,g) b T(a,g) fail
So this query will cost 4 x(1 t 4) - 20 match-operations. Evaluating the reverse query,
T(c,X2), S(Xl,x2) leadsto:
T(c,X2) 5 T(c,b) . S(Xl,b) s S(a,b) : answer
3~
S(Xl,b) b s(c,d) fail
S(Xl,b) s S(c,e) fail
S(Xl,b) t S(f,g) fail
T(c,X2) s T(a,b) fail
T(c,X2) fi T(c,e) . S(Xl,e) t S(a,b) fail
S(Xl,e) t S(c,d) fail
s(xl,e) s s(c,e) : answer
S(Xl,e) z S(f,g) fail
T(c,X2) b T(a,g) fail
This evaluation sequence costs only 2 x(1 } 4) } 2- 12 operations. This is of course due to the
times the first subgoal fails.
2) The formula for calculating the total cost of executing a query consisting of n relational subgoals
can be derived as follows.
A query is a list of subgoals T, .. T,,, all refering to relations in the database; the cost of retrieving
an answer is equal to the total number of match-operations needed.
Say i is an index that denotes the physical rank of a fact in the extension of some relation; for
example, í- 2 for s ( c, d). The first answer to the first subgoal is found at location i} : the value
of this index is equal to the total number of match-operations. The additional cost for retrieving the
second answer to this subgoal is (iT - iT ). This goes on until the last answer to the subgoal is
found with cost ( i' - i4 -'), where a denotes the total number of answers.
Of course an answer to subgoal Tk might be dependent on the instantiations for every one of
subgoals T, .. Tk -,. Thus we can write, for example
({i} } .. } (i~ - iQ - '))Y
This formula expresses the total cost of finding all answers to subgoal T,,, related to the first answer
found in T2. The total cost, being equal to the total number of match-operations needed, then
becomes
ÍT } ~IT } ( . . (Í7 } . . } {Í~ -
I~Y, - tl)T . . ) } . . . } {I~ - 1~ -'} }
} ( . . (iT. } . . } {i'r. - i~ -,)r' . . )]
}1J.
. . {i~ - i~ -,} } [ . . . .]
The transition to the cost formula based on unification operations is quite simple. We define Ok to
be ik times the number of arguments of subgoal Tk. Next we group all expressions concerning a
single subgoal together, getting
~ ({~. - oY. -'} } ~ ({o~ - o~ -'} } . . . } ~ ({o~ -
k, -, k- ~ k- i
where all Oo - 0 and a„ - 0'rf the corresponding call Tk -, fails.
-,})...))
3) The current cost is defined to be the number of expected answers to a subgoal times its number
of arguments:
CCk - Ak X iuik
Obviously, CCk is positively correlated with the cardinaliryCk of the subgoal. Furthermore, a linear
relation is assumed with the number of instantiated arguments. For example, T( x 1, X2) returns
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Ck answers, whereas T( x 1, c ~ returns v2 Ck answers. A different situation arises if the primary
key arguments are all instantiated, for then at most one answer can be returned, so Ák is 1.
Thus,
Ak - 1 if all primary key arguments Ck are instantiated;
Ak - Ck X ~1 - ~~ otherwise
where Ik - number of instantiated arguments and
Mk - total number of arguments.
The current cost now is easy to formulate as
CCk - Mk 'rf Ák is 1;
CCk - Ck X(~ -~) X Mk - Ck X(Mk - ik) othenNlse.
~5
appendix 3 Listing of the Program
In this appendix the source code of KdMSS is presented. Most of the user communication
commands are omitted as well as much of the code that is not needed for understanding the
program.
start :- ~ initializing windows etc.;
stop :- ~ closing windows;


























database(empty). ~ this clause is updated
~ when a database is loaded
g ------------------------
g DATABASE MANIPULATION MODULE
g ----------------------------




~ commit command; checks for
~ constraints for which no






show([~Constraint violation:~,(C :- A)]),
r.
8 if the database is









inc(Tuple,I) :- ~ the occurrence number of
~ a tuple is adapted










consistent :- ~ the database is consistent
















L1 - [], L2 - [].
invalidate(insert,Tuple,(C :- A),Type,Ic) :-
~ determines which constraint
~ is violated by inserting a
~ tuple
ic((C :- A),Type),
not violated((C :- A)),





invalidate(delete,Tuple,(C :- A),Type,Ic) :-
~ determines which constraint
~ is violated by deleting a
~ consequent tuple
ic((C :- A),Type),
not violated((C :- A)),
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invalidate(delete,Tuple,(C :- A),Type,IC) :-
8 determines which constraint
~ is violated by deleting a
8 antecedent tuple
ic((C :- A),Type),
not violated((C :- A)),









revalidate(delete,Tuple,(C :- A),type2a,['delete a tuple
from',S]) .-
bagof(T,(member(T,A),T -.. [R~-],relation(R,-,-,-),not on(not
Tuple,[T])),S).
revalidate(insert,Tuple,(c :- A),type2b,['delete a tuple
from',S]) .-
bagof(T,(member(T,A),T -.. [R~-],relation(R, , , ),not T -
Tuple),S). - - -
revalidate(insert,Tuple,(c :- A),typelb,[insert,c,or~Y]) .-
revalidate(insert,Tuple,(C :- A),type2b,Y).
revalidate(delete,Tuple,(C :- A),typelb,s) :-
revalidate(insert,Tuple,(C :- A),type2b,s).





















i2(Tuple,Tab) :- 8 inserting a tuple proposed
~ for deletion
retract(tuple(delete-N,C,Tuple)),
N1 is N- 1, nl,
assert(tuple(delete-N1,C,Tuple)), !, fail.
i2(Tuple,Tab) :- ~ inserting a tuple proposed
g for insertion
retract(tuple(insertfN,c,Tuple)),






~ inserting a tuple that did
g not exist before
insert-consequents(Tuple,Tab) :- ~ determining the deríved






















8 forward chaining from
~ a set of termir,al tuples
~ forward chaining for a
8 single tuple
delete-consequents(Tuple,Tab) :- 8 determining the derived








~ backward chaining from
8 the initial tuple
to-terminal([Tuple],[],[TUple]) :-










show(['-J-M Set of terminal tuples to
be deleted:',L,'-J-M'j).




















~ writing down possible
~ deletion candidates
~ writing down disjunctive
g candidates
~ decrementing the occurence
~ number of a tuple
~ evaluating a list of
~ subqueries
~ evaluating a negated
~ relational subquery
~ evaluating a relational
~ subquery
is a(X,relation),
tuple(Status,Counter,X), not Status - delete - Counter.














g evaluating a condition
8 getting rid of brackets















~ asserting a standard query
8 query module







split(..) :- g splitting a query in
g a grouded query, a set of
43
s grounded conditions and
~ a set of variables that
g appear in it
process(Q) :- ~ evaluation module
splitl(Q,r,rquments,Query),
forall(proceasl(Arquments,Query),(show(Arguments),nl)).
splitl(..) :- ~ splitting a query in a











~ evaluating a relational
8 query












8 reordering a query
minlist([X],X,i).
minlist([X,Y~Rest],Min,Z) :- 8 determining the cheapest






min(..) :- ~ determining the minimum
~ of two costs

















8 determining the primary key
g arguments of a subquery
~ counting the number of
8 uninstantiated arguments
~ inserting conditions into










test(Goal) :- 8 testing the evaluation time














g writing a list of elements
g counting the number of
~ elements in a list
8 testing whether a subgoal
g is relational
~ testing for inexisting
~ relations and wrongly
~ formatted tuples
message(..) :- ~ showing an error message
error(1,'relation does not exist').
error(2,'invalid number of attributes').
error(3,'tuple does not exist').
state :- 8 showing information on
~ database contents
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